eAnimal Ordering Update
Remaining Issues

- Account/Fund numbers – All labs must update
- Billing Process Development
- Room to room cage movement
Updates

• Name “change” to eAnimal Ordering (aka eAO/Eeyore)
• Pain categories no longer tracked within eAO
• Adjustment of animal numbers for a submitted req now requires a resubmission of a req
Points of Emphasis

- New Cage cards upon Protocol to protocol transfer
  - Old CC’s are terminated, if turned in after transfer per-diem for new card does not stop
- Fund numbers (1234567 or 1234567 abc12)
  - No exceptions
Reminders

• LAR cannot initiate a requisition
• Waitlisted has no bearing on an order
• Deadline for req’s is Wed at 1600 (10 day lead time)
• Keep bug hunting
Still to Come

- Transfers and Split/Ween initiated by Labs within eAO